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Migration optimism

• Solution to population pressure in sending countries, means of labor 
market equilibration

• Advances well-being of migrants, their families, and communities

• Diasporas and remittances

• Freedom of movement is freedom-enhancing

• Fostering diversity and multiculturalism in host societies

• Social remittances and transnationalism

• Solving labor shortages and population imbalance (dependency 
ratios) in host societies



Migration pessimism

• Brain drain: poor countries subsidize rich ones and lose human capital
• Health drain

• Localized population decline and social breakdown

• Costs of separation for left-behind children and household members

• Remittances: potential moral hazard and relative deprivation

• Mistreatment of migrants

• Exacerbation of xenophobia and fuel for right-wing movements in 
both sending and receiving countries

• Forced migration: problems of integration, social conflict 



Migration in today’s world (2019 UN data)

• https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/population/international-migrant-stock-2019.html

• The number of international migrants globally reached an estimated 272 million in 2019, an increase of 51 
million since 2010. Currently, international migrants comprise 3.5 per cent of the global population, compared 
to 2.8 per cent in the year 2000, according to new estimates released by the United Nations today.

• In 2019, regionally, Europe hosts the largest number of international migrants (82 million), followed by 
Northern America (59 million) and Northern Africa and Western Asia (49 million).

• At the country level, about half of all international migrants reside in just 10 countries, with the United States 
of America hosting the largest number of international migrants (51 million), equal to about 19 per cent of the 
world’s total. Germany and Saudi Arabia host the second and third largest numbers of migrants (13 million 
each), followed by the Russian Federation (12 million), the United Kingdom (10 million), the United Arab 
Emirates (9 million), France, Canada and Australia (around 8 million each) and Italy (6 million).

• Concerning their place of birth, one-third of all international migrants originate from only ten countries, with 
India as the lead country of origin, accounting for about 18 million persons living abroad. Migrants from 
Mexico constituted the second largest “diaspora” (12 million), followed by China (11 million), the Russian 
Federation (10 million) and the Syrian Arab Republic (8 million)

• When remittances are viewed as a percentage of gross domestic product, however, the top five remittance-
receiving countries in 2018 were Tonga (at 35.2%), followed by Kyrgyzstan (33.6%), Tajikistan (31%), Haiti 
(30.7%) and Nepal (28%).

https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/population/international-migrant-stock-2019.html


Complexity of migration

• Every positive and every negative aspect of migration in general can be 
observed in formerly Communist countries of Eurasia
• Pointless to ask is migration good or bad: it is both, though often in unequal measure 

for different stakeholders at international, national, regional, local, and household 
scales

• Labor migration to Russia is particularly important to understand
• And we don’t

• Migration to Russia (like emigration from the USSR) was rare and heavily 
regulated during the Soviet period

• The Soviet collapse quickly transformed Russia into a major sending and
receiving country
• Unprecedented opportunity to study a compressed version of a massive migration 

system 
• Also a transit country for Asian migrants seeking access to Western Europe



The Eurasian migration system after the 
collapse of Communism 
Key trends and developments: 

• Out-migration from ECE countries to Western Europe, the US, and elsewhere
• Return migration 

• Accelerated rural-to-urban migration (after early 1990s) 

• Syrian refugee crisis and ECE 

• Massive migration to Russia from CIS countries, especially Central Asia
• 1990s: ethnic Russians

• 2000s onward:  labor migration

• No let-up after 2014

• Internal migration within Russia











Intraregional migration in Central Asia

• “Intraregional migration is a key feature in the subregion and is 
underpinned by geographic, cultural, economic, political and social links 
that are historical in nature. Central Asia is home to millions of 
international migrants, mainly from within the subregion, but also from 
further afield. Migrants primarily originate from countries of the former 
Soviet Union, many of which are current members of the Commonwealth 
of Independent States. In 2019, Kazakhstan, for example, had a substantial 
foreign-born population (3.7 million), of whom 2.4 million were born in the 
Russian Federation.184 Kazakhstan is now predominantly a country of 
transit and of immigration, attracting skilled workers from various 
countries and, increasingly, becoming a destination for low-skilled migrant 
workers from Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.” 

--2020 UN Migration Report, p.82.



Russian labor migration

• Government’s dilemma: 
• Russia needs migrants 

• Low unemployment, low labor productivity

• Shrinking labor force and growing dependency ratio

• Geopolitical considerations (regional influence and great power status)

• Migration provokes xenophobic responses in the Russian population
• Russian politicians scapegoat immigrants for problems endemic to Russian’s system of 

governance

• Security concerns 

• Inflaming social tensions



Russia’s shrinking workforce (Levin 2015)



Key strands of empirical literature

• Anti-migrant sentiment in the native-born Russian population 
(Gorodzeisky, Glikman, and Maskileyson 2015; Bahry 2016; 
Bessudnov 2016; Gorodzeisky 2019) 

• Russian government’s migration policies (Yudina 2005; Kubal 2016; 
Light 2016; Ryazantsev 2016; Schenk 2018)

• Migrant experiences in Russia 
• Academic studies (Amirkhanian et al. 2011; Reeves 2012, 2013, 2015; 

Agadjanian et al. 2014; Agadjanian et al. 2017; Nikoforova and Brednikova
2018) 

• Investigative journalists and advocacy groups (Human Rights Watch 2009; 
Balmforth 2013; Kurachova and Chizhova 2013) 



Russian labor migration in the eyes of a 
sociologist
• Three things we have gotten wrong about labor migration in Russia:

• Exoticizing of Russia: not so different from other migrant receiving countries

• Migrant experiences in Russia: exaggerated and simplistic negative portrayals

• Xenophobia in Russia: exaggerated and simplistic negative portrayals



Russian labor migration

• Migration theories developed in other contexts: all relevant for Russia
• Neo-classical economic theory

• Wage differentials between Russia and Central Asian countries
• NELM

• Insurance market failures, labor migration, remittances, relative deprivation in sending 
communities

• Dual labor market (demand side) theory
• Russia’s need for migrants

• World systems theory
• Legacy of Soviet-era linguistic, cultural, and economic ties

• Migrant social networks
• Role of networks in driving migrations from Ukraine and elsewhere

• Cumulative causation
• Culture of migration in rural Kyrgyzstan, Tadzhikistan



Russian labor migration

• Other theoretical perspectives
• Transnationalism (Nikiforova and Brednikova 2018)

• Sociological theories of group threat 

• Securitization of migration

• Refugees and other forced migrants

• Regional variations in destination country (e.g. US) 

• Cultural remittances?

• Internal vs. international migration 

• Ethnic enclaves

• Migration policy research



Russian labor migration: Potential New 
Directions
• US/Russia comparisons

• Multiethnic societies
• Large land border(s) with poorer countries
• Shifting policies
• Political controversy and manipulation of xenophobia
• Regional aspects due to size of host society

• Migration and geopolitics: soft power implications

• Economic impact of migration in Russia: regional studies, rigorous design

• Race, religion and migrant reception in Russia

• Assimilation theories:  relevant for Russia?
• “Segmented assimilation” (Portes and Zhou) 
• Neo-assimilation (Alba and Nee)
• Context of reception (Portes and Rumbaut)
• New models of immigrant adaptation/assimilation?

• Migration and corruption



Some recent work (including in progress…)

• Migrant experiences in Russia

• Correlates of xenophobic attitudes

• Impact of economic remittances

• Impact on gender division of labor in the household



Migrant experiences in Russia



Migrant experiences in Russia

• Conventional wisdom: Victim imagery
• Exploited or enslaved by employers, hounded and extorted by police, despised, 

harassed and murdered by ignorant natives, impoverished, desperate living 
conditions

• Journalists, advocacy groups, anthropological studies (“interesting bias?”)

• Focus groups with return migrants in Kyrgyzstan and Ukraine
• Diversity of experiences
• Relevance of migration theories
• Role of ethnic hierarchies, conditions of migration decision, and networks in shaping 

experiences
• Geopolitical remittances:  positive impressions of Russia and soft power

• 2017 survey in Bishkek and Chuy oblast with oversample of return migrants



Views of Russia, Kyrgyzstan

• Russia migrants have consistently more positive views than non-
migrants of Russia’s social protections, freedom of speech, equality 
before the law, and foreign policy
• No difference for non-Russia migrants

• Some tendency for Russia migrants to also view Kyrgyzstan’s 
institutions in more negative light

• Selection vs. effect of experiences in Russia

• “Geopolitical remittances:” a role for migration in soft power 



Table 1. Views of Russia, migrant and non-migrant samples

Russia migrant

Non-Russia 

migrant Non-migrant

N 381 105 2,133 

Percent 15% 4% 81%

Please tell me how you assess…

The system of social protection in Russia Pearson chi2(12) =  26.8543   Pr = 0.008

very positive 30% 22% 24%

somewhat positive 38% 28% 33%

neutral 9% 11% 9%

somewhat negative 0% 3% 2%

very negative 1% 1% 1%

no idea 18% 29% 27%

DR 4% 7% 5%

Freedom of speech in Russia Pearson chi2(12) =  21.2615   Pr = 0.047

very positive 24% 19% 20%

somewhat positive 36% 26% 30%

neutral 14% 16% 13%

somewhat negative 2% 3% 3%

very negative 2% 1% 1%

no idea 18% 28% 27%

DR 5% 8% 6%

Equality before the law in Russia Pearson chi2(12) =  21.0900   Pr = 0.049

very positive 25% 20% 19%

somewhat positive 30% 22% 26%

neutral 14% 14% 14%

somewhat negative 4% 5% 5%

very negative 2% 4% 2%

no idea 19% 29% 27%

DR 6% 7% 7%

Foreign policy of Russia Pearson chi2(12) =  27.6089   Pr = 0.006

very positive 26% 24% 23%

somewhat positive 34% 24% 26%

neutral 11% 12% 13%

somewhat negative 1% 3% 2%

very negative 2% 2% 1%

no idea 19% 29% 28%

DR 8% 7% 7%



Table 10. Views of Kyrgyzstan, migrant and non-migrant samples

Russia 

migrant

Non-Russia 

migrant Non-migrant

N 381 105 2,133

Percent 15% 4% 81%

Please tell me how you assess…  

The system of social protection in KyrgyzstanPearson chi2(12) =  36.6285   Pr = 0.000

very positive 2% 1% 4%

somewhat positive 10% 9% 16%

neutral 19% 28% 23%

somewhat negative 29% 25% 24%

very negative 24% 22% 21%

no idea 12% 11% 8%

DR 5% 5% 3%

Freedom of speech in Kyrgyzstan Pearson chi2(12) =  24.7539   Pr = 0.016

very positive 6% 7% 10%

somewhat positive 26% 23% 29%

neutral 21% 31% 26%

somewhat negative 15% 13% 12%

very negative 16% 11% 12%

no idea 9% 10% 7%

DR 6% 4% 5%

Equality before the law in Kyrgyzstan Pearson chi2(12) =  20.8826   Pr = 0.052

very positive 3% 1% 5%

somewhat positive 11% 15% 15%

neutral 19% 25% 22%

somewhat negative 24% 15% 22%

very negative 28% 28% 24%

no idea 10% 10% 7%

DR 6% 6% 6%

Foreign policy of Kyrgyzstan Pearson chi2(12) =  19.5084   Pr = 0.077

very positive 4% 1% 5%

somewhat positive 15% 19% 20%

neutral 24% 30% 28%

somewhat negative 16% 13% 13%

very negative 17% 14% 13%

no idea 13% 14% 10%

DR 12% 9% 11%



Xenophobia and anti-immigrant politics

• Comparative survey studies (e.g. using the ESS) indicate higher levels 
of anti-immigrant sentiment in Russia than in West Europe

• Political analyses focus on how Russian political elites scapegoat and 
oppress immigrants

• Anti-immigrant and anti-minority views are indeed widespread 
among ethnic Russians
• However, immigration is not a particularly salient political issue for most 
• Cultural threat stronger than economic fears
• Evidence of widespread ambivalence
• Policies have moved in the direction of rationalization
• A manufactured immigration crisis?
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FIG 1. Attitudes Toward the Impact of Immigrants on the Economy, Culture, 
and Quality of Life in Russia, weighted DIRES data (2011-12)

(For each variable 0 represents the most negative assessment, 10 the most 
positive)

Good or bad for Russia's economy? Destroy or enrich Russia's culture?

Improve or worsen our quality of life?
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FIG 2. How many, if any at all, immigrants of the following types should be let 
into the country?  (weighted DIRES data, ethnic Russian respondents)

let a lot of them in let some in let just a few in let none in hard to say
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FIG 4. Percent expressing hostility or fear toward specific ethnic groups, by locality
(weighted DIRES data, ethnic Russians; differences by locality are statistically significant)
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FIG 5. Which of the following problems in our country are the most 
urgent?  Name up to 5 or 6.   (weighted DIRES data,  ethnic Russians)



Mean SD Min Max N Mean Z

The need for stability 6.27 1.16 1 7 1159 0.59

Economic policy 6.08 1.21 1 7 1154 0.39

Legality and rule of law 5.94 1.24 1 7 1141 0.24

Corruption among bureaucrats 5.87 1.35 1 7 1140 0.18

Social support programs 5.82 1.39 1 7 1153 0.15

The strength of the army 5.73 1.38 1 7 1146 0.07

Foreign policy 5.39 1.43 1 7 1139 -0.28

Political reforms 5.10 1.52 1 7 1120 -0.51

Immigration to Russia 4.73 1.68 1 7 1105 -0.89

TABLE 1. How important on a scale of 1 to 7 were each of the following issues for you 

when you decided which presidential candidate to vote for?

(Post-presidential election survey only; ethnic Russian respondents.  "Hard to say" responses 

are excluded.)



TABLE 3.  Regression results:  anti-immigrant sentiment

  

B SE(B) B SE(B) B SE(B)

Age (40 to 49)

Age (centered at 18) .004 * .002 -.001 .001 -.003 ** .001

Education (secondary)

University -.047 .066 -.041 .038 -.018 .037

Less than Secondary .184 ** .090 .119 ** .049 .141 ** .042

Locality (small/medium cities)

Moscow .814 ** .156 .559 ** .081 .487 ** .086

St. Petersburg .122 .355 -.331 .226 -.036 .153

Other large city .577 ** .163 .273 ** .097 .441 ** .076

Rural village -.004 .144 .020 .072 .089 .063

Woman .030 .054 -.004 .032 -.028 .029

Survey (pre-Duma, November 2011)

Post-Duma (December 2011) .075 .088 .010 .051 .007 .041

Pre-Presidential (Feb. 2012) -.058 .120 .081 .061 -.099 * .053

Post-Presidential (March 2012) .070 .119 .143 ** .061   

Income quintile (second through fourth)

Lowest .221 ** .111 .128 ** .058 .016 .054

Highest -.245 ** .114 .005 .062 -.054 .057

Missing .168 * .101 .026 .054 -.040 .050

Orthodox Christian .013 .082 .039 .046 .023 .039

Foreign born -.465 ** .181 -.208 ** .093 -.086 .095

Constant 5.670 ** .124 2.990 ** .068 3.136 ** .062

 

N

R-squared

Immigrants harm 

Russia

Keep immigrants 

out of Russia

Evict immigrants 

from Russia

4482 4482 3271

.031 .046 .051



Immigrants hurt 

Russia

Keep 

immigrants out

Topics related to minorities/nationalism:

Agree: "Russia for Russians" + +

Agree: "Stop feeding  Caucasus" + +

Should evict  immigrants + +

Scale: suspicion of foreign influence + +

Scale: Russia has a unique path + -

Xenophobia toward "southern" groups + +

Xenophobia toward "western" groups + +

USA is enemy or rival + 0

Immigration one of top 5-6 problems in the country + 0

Confidence in political and social institutions

The Duma (parliament) - 0

Police - 0

The Army - -

Putin - -

Local government - 0

Courts - 0

Political parties - 0

President Medvedev - -

Mass media - 0

TABLE 4. Associations of anti-immigrant views with political attitudes among ethnic Russians

Age, education, gender, locality, income, survey wave, Orthodox faith, and foreign birthplace are 

controlled using regression techniques.



Support for political parties and organizations:

United Russia ("ruling" party) - 0

KPRF (Communists) 0 0

LDPR (Right-wing nationalist) 0 0

Yabloko (Liberal) 0 0

Right Forces (Liberal) 0 0

National Bolshevik Party (Extremist Nationalist) 0 0

Patriots of Russia (Extreme Nationalist)  +  -

Other political topics:

Agree that the collapse of USSR was a catastrophe + -

Pro-Stalin scale 0 0

Russia on the right course - 0

Russia on wrong course + 0

Support civil rights 0  - 

Scale: support for protests 0 0

 Would join protest in your town + 0

 + significant positive effect; 0 no statistically significant effect; - significant negative effect.



Immigration to Russia: Impact back home

• Two survey-based studies of Georgia
• Remittances and social capital

• Migration and gender division of labor in the household











Moving forward…

• Labor migration to Russia is unlikely to abate

• It is likely to transform Russian society in unpredictable ways

• It has potential geopolitical implications that should lend a new 
perspective on migration policies in the United States and Europe

• It should be a major topic of study for students of Russian domestic 
politics and economics, international relations, and migration 
scholars. 

• Growing empirical literature, but needs more engagement with 
theories

• Political challenges of doing research on the topic in Russia



Moving forward: major needs 

• Nationally-representative survey of Russia’s foreign born population
• Ethnic Russian “returnees”
• High-skill immigrants (“expats”) 
• Labor migrants: legal and irregular
• Chain migrants 
• Naturalized migrants
• Regionally representative

• Research on Russian diaspora

• Drivers and impact of migration in sending countries/communities

• Research on intra-regional migration (especially to Kazakhstan)


